
1) What were the key takeaways of China’s NPC this year?

At the NPC, the government work report targets for 2019 have been announced and most of the targets have

been largely in-line with market expectations. The keys numbers were for GDP growth to come in between 6%

- 6.5%, which would represent a slowdown from 2018’s 6.6% growth.

The government has placed particular emphasis on creating 11 million new urban jobs and keep registered

urban unemployment rate within 4.5%. Tax cuts in VAT (value-added tax), corporate and households would

also provide relief amounting to RMB 2 trillion, which was the same as 2018’s prior announced business tax

shift to VAT.

China’s annual National People Congress (NPC) comes to a close soon after a 2-week parliamentary session. In the

following interview Huang Juin Hao, Senior Portfolio Manager of Affin Hwang AM gives a rundown what happened in the

NPC and market implications.
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2) Were there any surprises this year that went against market expectations?

There were 5 surprises which differed from market expectations

i. The fiscal deficit which the government expected to come to 2.8% of GDP. Market expectations

were for the deficit to be at 3.0%, given tax cuts of RMB 2 trillion, planned fiscal spending of above RMB

23 trillion and a deficit of RMB 2.76 trillion. This implies fiscal revenue of RM 20 trillion, which is 10-12%,

higher than 2018.

ii. China also plans to issue RMB 2.15 trillion of special local government bonds, compared to last

year’s issuance of RMB 1.35 trillion.

iii. More discretion was given to local governments. For example, Premier Li called for more substantial

cuts to the social security tax rates. Specifically, the employer’s contribution rate for pension insurance

will now be allowed to be lowered to 16% at the local government’s discretion.

iv. There was no mention of targets for shantytown redevelopment targets and industry overcapacity

reduction. However the government noted that both programs will continue.

v. Lastly, the phrasing of “promoting stable foreign investment growth” in last year’s report has been

reworded to “increasing the attraction to foreign capital”; and Premier Li promised to further open the

market to allow for the operation of wholly foreign-owned enterprises in more industries. This suggests

China is determined to have a more open attitude towards foreign capital.

3) Do you think recent stimulus measures announced by Beijing such as tax cuts and increased bond

issuance will be enough to prop-up growth?

Policy stimulus in China often goes beyond traditional monetary and fiscal stimulus which makes judgement of

stimulus measures compared to historical stimulus rather difficult. Supply side capacity reforms or capacity

cuts done in 2015-2016 is one such example, whilst property easing measures done in 2008-09 is another.

Much of the fiscal easing in the past has been done outside of the government’s budget, via local government

financing vehicle (LGFV), public-private partnership (PPP) projects and shadow banking credit.

We also know that credit efficiency and fiscal spending impulse is falling. This means that it now requires more

debt or spending to generate the same amount of growth given higher debt/GDP ratios. The interest payment

burden is much higher than previous stimulus periods.
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Judging purely on the headlines and market expectations, estimates for reserve requirement ratio (RRR) cuts

this year are expected to be in the same magnitude as in 2015-2016, but without the tailwind of benchmark

rate cuts. The announced tax cuts amounting to RMB 2 trillion is similar in magnitude to 2018’s tax cut, so we

do not see any additional stimulus from there. The increase in special local government bond issuance, an

increase of RMB 800 billion is equivalent to 0.8% of GDP.

While this appears small, we bear in mind that the government has given itself room to manoeuvre given no

hard targets were set for shantytown redevelopment. For comparison, last year the government had spent

RMB 1.74 trillion or 1.9% of GDP on these projects. We should expect that these and some of the other

measures such as capacity reduction, will be used only as and when needed to help to cushion the economy

from a sharp slowdown.

Also, what has been announced has thus far has been shy on implementation details, and the government has

stated that the main focus of fiscal policy will be on quality of growth rather than on quantity. So we should

expect less emphasis to be placed on meeting the targeted GDP growth range of 6% - 6.5%, but instead the

focus will be on quality of growth.

4) How has emerging markets (EMs) responded to some of the headline news and stimulus measures

so far from Beijing? Are markets convinced that this isn’t a prolonged slowdown for China?

Market consensus appears to be that generally the announced targets and measures have been largely in-line

with expectations, aside from the aforementioned few surprises. Also, as mentioned previously, policy stimulus

often goes beyond the traditional monetary and fiscal targets, so it is too early to tell. We will need to see the

extent and implementation of non-traditional policy measures.

We believe that China has given itself sufficient policy options and leeway to react and help stimulate the

economy, given that there were no targets set for capacity reduction nor shanty-town redevelopment. These or

other forms of non-traditional policy stimulus could come into play should Beijing decide it is needed or

required.

We believe the market is very aware of this and are convinced that there will not be a sharp slowdown for

China.

China has also reiterated many times that they will be focusing more on quality of growth rather than quantity.

This is a strong signal that the growth target is not a hard target for Beijing and that China will be focusing on

promoting more sustainable growth. This implies less focus on secondary industries (manufacturing,

infrastructure-related growth) and more towards tertiary consumption and services-oriented growth.
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Disclaimer

This article has been prepared by Affin Hwang Asset Management Berhad (hereinafter referred to as “Affin Hwang AM”) specific for its use, a specific target

audience, and for discussion purposes only. All information contained within this presentation belongs to Affin Hwang AM and may not be copied, distributed

or otherwise disseminated in whole or in part without written consent of Affin Hwang AM.

The information contained in this presentation may include, but is not limited to opinions, analysis, forecasts, projections and expectations (collectively

referred to as “Opinions”). Such information has been obtained from various sources including those in the public domain, are merely expressions of belief.

Although this presentation has been prepared on the basis of information and/or Opinions that are believed to be correct at the time the presentation was

prepared, Affin Hwang AM makes no expressed or implied warranty as to the accuracy and completeness of any such information and/or Opinions.

As with any forms of financial products, the financial product mentioned herein (if any) carries with it various risks. Although attempts have been made to

disclose all possible risks involved, the financial product may still be subject to inherent risk that may arise beyond our reasonable contemplation. The

financial product may be wholly unsuited for you, if you are adverse to the risk arising out of and/or in connection with the financial product.

Affin Hwang AM is not acting as an advisor or agent to any person to whom this presentation is directed. Such persons must make their own independent

assessments of the contents of this presentation, should not treat such content as advice relating to legal, accounting, taxation or investment matters and

should consult their own advisers.

Affin Hwang AM and its affiliates may act as a principal and agent in any transaction contemplated by this presentation, or any other transaction connected

with any such transaction, and may as a result earn brokerage, commission or other income. Nothing in this presentation is intended to be, or should be

construed as an offer to buy or sell, or invitation to subscribe for, any securities.

Neither Affin Hwang AM nor any of its directors, employees or representatives are to have any liability (including liability to any person by reason of

negligence or negligent misstatement) from any statement, opinion, information or matter (expressed or implied) arising out of, contained in or derived from or

any omission from this presentation, except liability under statute that cannot be excluded.
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5) Besides growth and the economy, did the NPC focus on anything else in its agenda?

The NPC is not over, but the main agenda has been presented in the form of the work report. What typically

happens after the work report is presented is that the NPC will hold a series of plenary sessions. The CPPCC

(China People Political Consultative Conference) will advise the government on the policy matters and

implementation after which the NPC will ratify legislation of the respective policies.

The CPPCC has just concluded their annual session on Wednesday afternoon which indicates that the NPC is

on track for Friday’s 4th plenary meeting and legislative voting on the draft reports and work reports to bring

them into law.

Given the high emphasis placed on quality growth, creating urban jobs and measures to improve training for

workers, we should expect more color on the implementation of policies on tertiary Services, employment,

urban job creation and education upskilling to be rolled out following the conclusion of the NPC.

These could lift uncertainty in certain sectors such as the private higher education sector which has been

awaiting clarity following a series of policy drafts. Other sectors with a high proportion of service industry

workers could also benefit from implementation clarity over social insurance payments, such as the property

and hotel management sector.


